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ABSTRACT

BEYOND THE MIRROR

JUDITH THYEN JORDAN

June 24,2OOz
Non-thesis (ML597) Project

The history of disability discrimination as dehumanization is explored as a
foundation for the paper. This question is then explored using a framework of
socially constructed reality and symbolic convergence theory. For this analysis,
communication and perception are the key elements drawn from each theory.

The conclusion of this analysis is that genuine "empowerment" requires a
reconstructed social reality that defines people with visible physical disabilities as
"normal."
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lntroduction

The study of leadership operates on many levels ranging from individual
cognition to social interaction. Leadership theories that focus on the individual

without accounting for relationships between these levels are incomplete. The
initial question that led to this research is how a leader with a visible physical

disability is viewed in an organization. As my research progressed it became
clear that attitudes and beliefs about leaders in organizations are based in a

deep history of discrimination.
Literature related to the history of disability discrimination in this country

will be reviewed as a foundation for the paper. Every individual is unique, but the
nature and significance of these differences depend on how they are perceived.
Our cultural perception of disability is socially constructed through language, nonverbal communication and symbolic convergence,

"Cultural influences have set up the assumptions about the mind, the
body, and the universe with which we begin; pose the questions we ask;
influence the facts we seek; determine the interpretation we give these

facts; and direct our reaction to these interpretations and conclusions"
(Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and Modern

Democracy, 1 944, as cited in http://gnosis.cx/publish/mertz/chap5.html).

Legislation has been enacted acknowledging discrimination against
people with disabilities. The 1973 Vocational Rehabilitation Act mandated no
discrimination against workers with disabilities by agencies that were federally
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funded, and in addition, established affirmative action requirements. ln 1990, as
then President George Bush signed the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
into law, he stated "Every man, woman and child with a disability can now pass

through a once-closed door to a bright new era of equality, independence and
freedom" (Crossley, 1995). The ADA was crafted to afford legal protection, but
no safeguard exists against societal discrimination.
During my first course at the Augsburg Center for Leadership Studies,

I

read a study by Lindsay Gething that would continue to influence me throughout
the program. Gething's 1992 study was entitled: Judgements by Health
Professionals of Personal Characteristics of People with a Visible Physical

Disability. She sampled health professionals who rated a job applicant observed
in a videotaped interview. Three variables were used: the presence of a visible

physical disability (use of a wheelchair), gender and manner (shy, neutral or

brash). Pairs of videotapes were created in which the manner and gender of the
applicant remained constant, and only the presence of the wheelchair was

varied. After viewing the videotapes, the test subjects were asked to assess the
job applicant on 35 pairs of bipolar adjectives, which referred to characteristics
not related to disability. Results indicated that test subjects devalued the
applicant with a disability in characteristics unrelated to disability, such as social

and psychological adjustment and personality traits. For example, the job
applicant in the wheelchair was assessed as less trustworthy, less intelligent,
less likeable, less ambitious, less confident, more careless, weaker, more
passive, more incompetent, and more mentally unstable. These findings
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exemplity the concept of "spread"; sociologists argue that observance of a visible
physical disability will spread to influence judgments about characteristics having

no relationship with a person's disability (Goffman, 1963; Wright in Gething,

1985). Spread may be positive or negative; positive spread may be exaggerated
(to compensate for the physical abnormality), thus portraying people with
disabilities as saintly, courageous and intellectually gifted (Asch & Rousso,
1985), while negative spread infers inequality and inadequacy. Although
unaware of the terminology at the time, I have often experienced positive spread,
and am amazed by the phenomena on each occasion. The impetus for this
paper, however, was the suspicion that negative spread has been, and continues

to be, insidious in our society. The question pondered is how these perceptions
are formed and supported (institutionalized) in our culture.
Studying this question will contribute to the field of leadership studies by
asserting that existing models of disability are incomplete; a comprehensive
model for interpretation of negative societal perceptions of people with disabilities

will be particularly useful for leaders in organizations that continue to grow more
diverse,

This paper is a review of the literature and theories as they relate to
people with disabilities, and specifically, people with visible physical disabilities.

History of Disability Discrimination
ln the pre-industrial era of agrarian societies, people with disabilities who
managed to survive were cared for at home by family members. They were

A

tasked with things within their abilities, which fulfilled the cooperative
requirements for survival. Those unable to stay with family were threatened by
"a popular conception that such persons were monsters and therefore unworthy

of human status" (Clapton, 1997, p.3). Segregation of people in institutions
began after 1820. Larger towns and cities built workhouses and almshouses for
those who could not support themselves (e.9., widows, orphans, elderly,
paupers, people labeled as idiotic or insane, epileptic or crippled). The turn of
the twentieth century brought rapid institutional expansion and the institutions
became overcrowded warehouses with horrible conditions. (Martin, 2001 ;

Gallagher, 1999) Often the names of these institutions were indicative of a
society that viewed disability as tragic. Following are names of rehabilitative

orthopedic hospitals for children: House of St. Giles the Cripple, Children's
House of the Home for lncurables and the New York Society for the Relief of the
Ruptured and Crippled. These hospitals were often indistinguishable from
asylums or prisons. Social reformers advocated for the education of the idiotic or

feebleminded because they believed that the higher-functioning retarded people
would receive the necessary training to "perform useful roles in society." But not
all could be educated and Samual Gridley Howe wrote that

the institution is not

intended for epileptic or insane children, nor for those who are incurably
hydrocephalic or paralytic, and any such shall not be retained, to the exclusion of
more improvable subjects" (Martin as quoted in Wolfensberger, 1975, p.25).
Even though institutions were arguably created to care for those who were
perceived as needing assistance, authors (Trent, 1994; Gallagher, 1999) also
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assert that this was a way to remove people with deformed appearance from
mainstream society, thereby sparing offense to sensitive citizens.

The twentieth century also saw the emergence of the eugenics movement,
which was inspired by Darwin's theories on natural selection and Mendel's
genetics discoveries. Social planners in the West speculated that the human
species could be improved by the systematic elimination of disabled persons.

Although I could find no evidence of people with disabilities killed in this country
as a direct result of the eugenics movement, I was horrified to learn that
hundreds of thousands of people with disabilities were systematically

exterminated in German gas chambers. Prevention of contamination by those
perceived as non-human could also be accomplished through sterilization, which
became popular public policy throughout the Western world during the first half of
the twentieth century (Flussell, 1998; Martin, 2001).

The history of disability discrimination can also be analyzed in terms of
disability models or constructions of disability. A review of the literature
presented many potential models, but for purposes of this discussion, the
religious, medical and social models are most relevant.

The religious model was grounded in the beliefs and teachings of

Christianity. Bodily differences were seen as the work of the devil, evil spirits,
God's displeasure or as evidence of moral failure. Ironically, people with
differences were also perceived of as angels or reflective of the "suffering Christ"

(Clapton, 1997). This was evidence of early spread and dualism. ln a culture
dominated by superstition, disability was equated with sin, and therefore,
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persecuted (Harlan & Robert, 1998). Cures were often sought through exorcism
or other rituals and the provision of care was seen as merciful action.
ln the modern era of industrialization, the doctor and scientist replaced the
priest as custodian of societal values and curing processes (Clapton, 1997). The
medical model assumes that disability is an illness seeking a cure. ln an
increasingly urbanized society, perceived work value and profitability determined
human worth. Changing work methods such as technology, time schedules and

task standardization were geared toward successful completion by able-bodied

people. The competitive individualism at the core of the contemporary American
workplace is in essence the distinction between the capable and the incapable"
(Harlan & Robert, 1998, p.4). As certain people were viewed as unproductive
and physical removal from "able-bodied" norms was desired, institutions were

established. Under the medical model, disability became defined as an
objectively observable attribute or characteristic of an "afflicted" person. The

emphasis is on dependence, bolstered by stereotypes of disability that call forth
pity and fear. The power to change people with disabilities seems to lie within
medical professions through cures, normalization and science. The rise of
professionalism and the assumption of the doctor role by human services
professionals became a tool for manipulation and exclusion of people with

disabilities; people with disabilities were pressured to submit to medical expertise
and adopt a passive role in their "treatment". The medical model holds the
individual, and not society, responsible for disability.
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The social model of disability has evolved more recently as a result of
disability activists seeking a political voice and shifting the focus from
dependence to independence. This model is also referred to as the cultural
model because it highlights similarities between people with disabilities and other
minority groups who also experience discrimination. Strategies employed are
similar to those used by civil rights movements against racism and sexism. The
civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s arose in response to discrimination
and perceptions of inferiority and sought the right of all people to padicipate
equally in society. Disability activists also seek equal opportunities, with the
addition of reasonable accommodation and full access. Under the social model,
disability is an outcome of social attitudes, institutions and social structures.
Disability has come to be conceptualized as a'sociopolitical construct within a
rights-based discourse" as opposed to a custodial discourse (Clapton, 1997, p. 5;

Hahn, 1995). Rather than an individual's medical problem, the social model
holds that disability is about community membership and participation, with
access for social activities, employment and education.

Disability Defined

The most commonly cited definition of disability is one issued by the World
Health Organization in 1976, which draws a distinction between impairment,
disability and handicap. "An impairment is any loss or abnormality of
psychological, physiological or anatomical structure or function; a disability is any
restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of ability to perform an activity in

I
the manner or within the range considered normal for a human being; a handicap
is a disadvantage for a given individual, resulting from an impairment or a
disability, that prevents the fulfillment of a role that is considered normal
(depending on age, sex and social and cultural factors) for that individual" (World
Health Organization Document AZ9/INFDOCI/1 , Geneva, Switzerland, 1976).
Disability activists disagree with this definition and argue that impairments

are physical or cognitive limitations that an individual may have, such as the
inability to walk or speak. ln contrast, disability refers to the system of social
constraints that are imposed on those with impairments by the discriminatory
practices of society.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) defines a person with a
disability as one who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits
one or more major life activities; has a record of such an impairment; or is
regarded as having such an impairment. This definition, based on the definition
under the Rehabilitation Act, reflects the specific types of discrimination

experienced by people with disabilities.
The ADA definition is preferable because it reflects recognition of the
social construction of disability. For example, a person who has a prominent

facial scar, but no functional limitations, will be covered by the ADA if he/she is
discriminated against on the basis of appearance. "A physical impairment or
ditference is only disabling if the social and physical infrastructures of our society
are constructed and maintained in a manner that restricts or denies access to
persons with disabilities" (Fine & Asch, 1988, p.50).
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Self-definition of disability also occurs through identity politics; group
power through collective organization in voting behavior and other political

actions is used to direct attention to their specific issues. ldentity-based
movements have expanded society's consciousness (Russell, 1998).
Proponents of the social or cultural model of disability have defined impairment
as the lack or defect of a limb, organ or mechanism of the body. Disability, in
contrast, is the disadvantage or restriction that that is imposed by society on
people with impairments. ln other words, disability is the interaction between
people with impairments and societal barriers such as architectural designs and
public policies (Tremain, 2001).

Flole of Communication in Perception

Lanquaqe

.Language is a reflection
of how people in a society see each othe/'
(Blaska, 1993, p.25). Our language changes to reflect cultural values. The term
handicapped literally means cap in hand, and this was reflective of a time when
society thought the only thing people with disabilities could do was beg for a

living. Following is a non-exhaustive list of words and phrases that have been
used to describe people with disabilities, some of which are now politically
incorrect or rejected as euphemisms: handicapped, disabled, physically

challenged, impaired, differently-abled, people with ditfering abilities, invalid,
crippled, physically different, physically inconvenienced, mobility-impaired, handicapable, girflp, spaz, spastic, defective, lame, incapacitated, deformed, feeble,
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deficient, palsied, paralyzed, special. Teratology is the study of congenital
defects and this term is derived from the Greek word for monster.
Disability activists and other groups promoting the interests of people with

disabilities urge the use of 'people-first' or 'person-first' language; it seeks to put
the person first and the disability second; it describes what a person has, not
what a person

is. lnstead of terms like 'disabled person' or 'the disabled', the

phrases 'person with a disability' and 'people with disabilities' are suggested.
With the exception of the discussion of the history of discrimination, people-first
language is used throughout this paper; I chose to use the generally unaccepted
terminology to illustrate the role labeling plays in the formation of negative

perceptions. ln addition, I have chosen to use the word disability to refer to
people with visible physical impairments in order to stress the societal

consequences of an impairment as opposed to the physical circumstances.
The literature review revealed many negative examples of language used
in books and articles about the disabled that may lead readers to think of people
with disabilities as victims. Examples include phrases like "suffers from", "is a

victim of", "is afflicted with", "is wheelchair bound", or "is confined to a

wheelchai/'. As long as people with disabilities are portrayed in the literature as
being "victims" of discrimination, they will never be viewed as leaders.
Often, phrases such as "courageous in the face of adversity'' or "in spite of the
disability, she was suctessful" are used to describe people with disabilities who

are perceived as special cases or exceptions. All of these examples of language
describe people that society should pity and the focus is on the disability. Once a
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dehumanizing label has been attached that person can be explained simply in
terms of the label.

Research revealed many stories in which a person with a disability was
ignored in a conversation; ltzhak Perlman relates the story being in an airpofi
with an attendant

- when he reached the check-in counter, the airline employee

asked Perlman's attendant where he was flying. Stephen Hawking was in a
restaurant with a several people and when it was time to order, the waitperson
asked the others what Hawking wanted to order.
An entire paper could be devoted to the role the mass media plays in

shaping perceptions, but following is a powerful example of a television
advertisement that opposes drunk driving. A young woman wearing a varsity
letter jacket is seated in a wheelchair and the text underneath reads "The drunk
driver got one year. She was sentenced to life." Wang points out how this
metaphor for a wheelchair as imprisonment, linking disability with criminality, is

the result of an ad intended to promote public health (1992, p.85).
Sarles raises the question of whether being perceived as ordinary or
normal means that a person will be more successful (1977). This question will
be discussed in more detail later, but one author asserts that success is the
measure of the evolutionary survival of typical traits of normal people (Morris,
1967, in Sarles, 1977).

Augsburg College Library
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Nonverbal Communicati on
Non-verbal communication includes facial expressions, eye contact, tone
of voice, body posture and motions, and positioning within groups. lt may also
include the way we wear our clothes or the silence we keep. Communication is
the transfer of information from one person to another. Most of us spend about
75 percent of our waking hours communicating our knowledge, thoughts, and
ideas to others. A great deal of our communication is of a non-verbal form as
opposed to the oral and written forms. While it is difficult to verify just how much
of our communication is non-verbal, the proportion of our emotional
communication expressed apart from words is believed by some researchers to
exceed 99% (Givens, 2002),
Strenta and Kleck (1984) performed a study in which subjects viewed

videotapes of conversations between two people

- they discussed the strategies

people use in making friends. One person (A) was reported to have a facial scar,
but that person did not physically appear in the videotape. Only the person
interacting (B) with the person with the scar was shown in the videotape, along
with the voice of the person with the scar (A). Keep in mind that neither person
involved in the conversation actually had a facial scar. The subjects,
nevertheless, expected that B would respond to A with nervousness, staring and
disgust and they believed that their expectations were confirmed in the

videotaped exchanges. ln addition, studies have shown that people prefer more
personal space when interacting with a stranger believed to have a disability

(Kleck, 1966, as stated in Susman, 1994), they also avert their eyes (Murphy,
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1987), and may even cut short or seek to avoid encounters altogether (Fichten

as stated in Susman, 1994).
ln person-to-person communications, our messages are sent on two
levels simultaneously. lf the nonverbal cues and the spoken message are
incongruous, the flow of communication is hindered. Hight or wrong, the receiver
of the communication tends to base the intentions of the sender on the nonverbal cues he receives. Psychiatrists have found that disturbances in nonverbal
communication are "more severe and often longer lasting" than disturbances in
verbal language (Fluesch, 1956, p.209). "We have defined over 80 [nonverbalJ
elements arising from the face and head and a further 55 produced by the body

and limbs" (Brannigan & Humphries, 1969, p.a06). The nonverbal channels
carry more information and are believed more than the verbal band, and visual
cues generally carry more weight than vocal ones (Knapp & Hall, 1997, p.16).
Psychoacousticians have taken recorded messages and 'cut off' some
high and low frequencies and they have even removed whole words and yet the

comprehension remains very high. This suggests that information about the
message comes along in serial order in the speech stream, but it also gets

'carried' in a number of other ways (Sarles, 1977). We interact with others on a
number of levels, all of which may be operating simultaneously (Sarles, 1977').
"Facial expression and body movement are inseparable from linguistic activity in
the communication process" (Sarles, 1977, p.200). Sarles is not in agreement

with linguists who consider gestures and other body movement as commentary
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on language, per se, or as some kind of interesting independent
communicational system (Sarles, 1 977).
Non-verbal messages have even been found to be sent from parents to
their children with physical differences. Flesearch suggests that parents are
highly likely to spend less time and energy interacting with a child that "looks

funnt'', such as a child with Downs Syndrome (Sarles, 1977, p.37). Parents get
very little information from the baby's face because it remains 'placid', thus the
parents are unlikely to enculturate him and to 'make' him have the full range of

'feelings'he is supposed to have as a social being (Sarles, 1977, p.144). Sarles
suggests the reason to be that parents get Iess response and feedback from
these children and they do not know how to deal with it (1977, p.99). The

perception is that the external facial muscles of these children are not working
properly, so the very definition of them as 'retarded' will suffice to produce the

typically retarded person

-

in other words, if parents perceive of them as very

'limited'intellectually, that is precisely how they will turn out (Sarles, 1977, p.99).
One serious communication problem occurs with people who rely heavily
on facial expressions, intonation, and gestures to an extent that they do not

themselves realize. This includes both sending information and receiving it.
However, persons with disabilities may not be able to use these non-verbal cues.
For this reason, the very person who is best at "reading" non-disabled people

may have trouble communicating with a person with a disability and not
understand why. lt is because the person with a disability is neither sending the

expected information, nor responding to it in the expected way.
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Nonverbal messages are so potent and compelling because they are

processed in ancient brain centers located beneath the newer areas used for
speech; from paleocircuits in the spinal cord, brain stem, basal ganglia, and
limbic system, nonverbal cues are produced and received below the level of
conscious awareness (Givens, 2002).
Psychology research has shown that people perceived as physically
attractive have enormous advantages in modern society, but Hahn (1985) points
out that these findings have not been integrated into the frameworks of other
social science disciplines. He asserts that "physical appearance might eventually

be regarded as a missing element that can help to unlock the gateway to an
increased understanding not only of the phenomenon of discrimination but also
of significant processes of social change" (Hahn, 1985, p.Sg5).

The ability to send messages is crucial to a Ieader, but the way the
message is received and understood is just as important to effective

communication. Words as well as the physical aspects of the sender influence
the receiver of a message; a message sent by a leader with a disability may be
only partially received. The question as to what piece of the message is missing
presents an area for additional research.

Social Construction of Reality

"lf the group brain's 'psyche' were a beach with shifting dunes and
hollows, individual perception would be that beach's grains of sand. However
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this image has a hidden snag
1

-

pure individual perception does not exist" (Bloom

997, p.1 ).

All human activity is subject to habituation that become embedded
routines, which eventually are taken for granted. Shared typifications of
habitualized actions are built up in the course of a shared history and become

institutions. lnstitutions set up predefined patterns of conduct in an attempt to
control human conduct. The institutions are experienced as objective reality;
they existed before a person's birth and will exist after death. ln other words, our

social reality is constructed by individuals forming groups and organizations with
particular social norms, values and traits that share a high level of intersubjective

consensus (Berger & Luckmann, 1966).
One of society's most powerful constructions concerns the myth of bodily
perfection; the myth existed in Ancient Greece and bodily perfection of the Greek
gods and goddesses was held up as a model to strive for (Stone, 1995). The
myth continues to be perpetuated by the media and the entertainment industry.

The nature of disability arises from society's inability to deal with biological
differences in ability and differences in appearance. People who are unable to
fulfill normal functional roles in society are perceived as abnormal and lacking.
Therefore, disability is a judgment about a person constructed by other people in

society. Normality is a concept that is not easily defined. Link (in Schildmann,
1999) characterizes normality as an adjustment comparable to the marking on a

thermostat. The marking on the gauge of normality indicates what society
considers acceptable and tolerable; it is supposed to serve as a guide. The
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cultural norms for functioning are within a range as defined by professionals and
include good vision and hearing, physical independence and mobility, mental

aleilness, the ability to communicate primarily through the written and spoken
word, and physical attractiveness. According to Link, the social function of
normality is comprised of: work performance, health, intelligence, security,
solidarity and sexual satisfaction. For all of these factors, indicators are
developed which are constantly adapted to new societal needs and trends (as

quoted in Schildmann, 1999, p.7). Sarles speaks of normality as*some sense of
the 'ideal' man who lurks beneath the observable behavior ...there are indeed a
number of now existing human beings who are adjudged to be abnormal in form

and behavior. I suggest that our ideologies which seem to imply an extra-natural
status for ordinary-normal men also shield a potential implication for those whom
we claim to be abnormal: namely, we tend to think of them in ways similar to

those in which we think of animals" (1977, pp.97-98). ln the unfolding notion of
normal development, there is something intrinsically 'wrong' with those who are
abnormal.
Even though it is difficult to define the concept of normal, it appears much
easier to adjudge something, or someone, as abnormal. There is a vast array of
disabilities such as mental health, learning and functional, which include use of a

wheelchair, crutches or walker, deafness, epilepsy, weak or paralyzed arm and
visual impairment. In spite of this diversity, people with disabilities are often
treated as one homogeneous group, which perpetuates negative stereotypes.
Deviations from the norm tend to frighten people without disabilities due to
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the psychological concepts of "projection and identification; people impute their
feelings, plans, and motives to others, and, in turn, incorporate those of others as
their own. Through these processes, the disabled arouse in the able-bodied the

feaf' that they are vulnerable and may someday become the victims of disability
"and among relatives and friends, the guilt that it hasn't" (Murphy, 1987, p.1a3).
It has been shown that perceptions change when circumstances change.
Research uncovered many personal accounts of people who were perceived
differently once they began using mobility aides such as wheelchairs or crutches.
Rachel Hurst, project director of Disability Awareness in Action in England relates

that
"because t was having problems with mobility, I started using a
wheelchair in 1975. I saw the wheelchair as a wonderful mobility
aid that would allow me to continue my work. I was immediately

struck by peoples' reactions. I can say my consciousness was
raised almost overnight. I was teaching dance and drama at the

time. lt was so strange because I felt the same the day before I
started using the wheelchair as the day I started using the
wheelchair, but I was immediately labeled incapable" (quoted in
Charlton, 1 998, pp.1 1 7-1 1 8).
Deviance has been the dominant paradigm through which physical

disability has been studied (Wang, 1992). Deviance is defined as someone
perceived as being significantly different from others in some overt aspect, and
an overt and a negatively valued characteristic is called a stigma (Goffman,
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1963; Wolfensberger, 1975). Goffman (1963) defines stigma as an undesired
differentness from what society deems normal or expected. The core aspect of
stigma occurs when prevailing social practices treat particular'undesirable" traits

as universally discrediting. As Goffman (1963) emphasized, those who deal with
stigmatized persons "tend to impute a wide range of imperfections on the basis of
the original one. Goffman (1963) distinguishes between discrediting and
discreditable stigma; stigma that is discrediting is associated with a known or
evident condition, while discreditable stigma is associated with a condition that is
not evident, but stigma would attach if the condition were known. Historically,

deviancy has been handled by societies in the following ways: deviancy can be
prevented, deviancy can be made undeviant, deviancy can be segregated from

society's mainstream, and deviancy can be destroyed (Wolfensberger, 1975).
Social construction also occurs within organizations.
"Social constructionist theory argues that organizations create an
environment for work that reflects and reproduces the culture of the
larger society.,.the form and practice of work in large organizations
are the result of choices based on the dominant ideas and
relationships of the societies that these institutions represenf

(Morgan, 1986, as quoted in Harlan & Robert, 1998, p.2).
ln order to understand organizational culture one must understand the processes
that produce systems of shared meaning. Systems of shared meaning are
expressed through rules, regulations, policies and procedures that define the
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employment relationship, such as job descriptions, salary grades, management
hierarchy, work schedules and attendance policies.

Although many sociologists now analyze disability through the framework
of social construction, Pfeiffer (2000) suggests that the social constructionist
paradigm should be rejected for two reasons. The first is that this view of
disability relies on the notion that groups and society are real, but social roles
and groups are a fiction and do not exist independently of an individual. The
second reason is that social construction gives disability a reality and a fixed

existence. Assuming there are normal functions in society, not operating
normally is objective proof of disability.
I object to the first reason because social roles and groups are the result

of human interaction, not just individuals; the legal system and fashion trends are
examples of things people follow only because they are part of a group.

lndividuals, in isolation, would have no need for fashion or laws. Pfeiffe/s
second reason actually strengthens my argument. This paper is not presenting
the theory that there is no absolute truth or objective knowledge; I am applying
social constructivism to the concept of disability and discussing the

consequences of being labeled as disabled. The concept of disability is both
socially constructed and has real consequences. ln addition, even if disability

were not discussed within the framework of social construction, the concept of
disability would still exist through non-verbal communication, the use of symbols
and the behavior of others in society.
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Symbolic Convergence Theory
Symbolic convergence theory (SCT) is a communications theory that

explains how group fantasizing provides meaning, emotion and motivation for
human action (Bormann, 19721. lndividuals construe meaning from dramatized
events that may become shared through chaining or symbolic cues or sagas,

which result in group fantasies. Fantasies may be stories, jokes or events that
happened in the past or may happen in the future; a fantasy is the creative and
imaginative interpretation of events that fulfils a psychological need. The
resulting fantasy themes lead to a shared group consciousness and ultimately to

a rhetorical vision, which is a composite drama that attracts large groups of
people into a common symbolic reality. Rhetorical visions are often integrated by
a master analogy that pulls the various elements together; usually a rhetorical
vision is indexed by a slogan or a label, such as 'the Cold Waf' or

the

Moral

Majoritt'' (Bormann, 1983). Rhetorical visions often compete to explain the same
phenomena leading to the formation of multiple groups. When a rhetorical vision
emerges the participants come to form a rhetorical community. The community
members share a common symbolic ground and decision-making occurs in ways
that are compatible with the vision. Some communities are strongly defined
while some are more susceptible to new fantasy chains. Communication through

symbolism is the essence of social organization. lndividuals participate in the
creation of organizational and social reality and are motivated and constrained by

their socially constructed realities (Bormann, 1983).
SCT is based upon six epistemological assumptions: meaning, emotion

't1

and motive for action are in the observable content of a message; reality is
symbolically created; fantasy theme chaining creates symbolic convergence that
is symbolic in form; fantasy theme analysis is the basic method to capture

symbolic reality; fantasy themes occur in and chain out from all discourse; and
three master analogues

- righteous,

social or pragmatic

- compete as alternative

explanations of symbolic reality (Cragan & Shields, 1994). A rhetorical vision
based on a righteous master analogue emphasizes concerns about right and

wrong, morality or superiority and inferiority, or "the right thing to do". An
example of a rhetorical vision based the righteous master analogue is the
disability rights movement. Rhetorical visions with a social master analogue
reflect primary human relationships such as friendship and trust, or "the good
thing to do". Finally, a rhetorical vision with a pragmatic master analogue
regards etficiency, utility, simplicity and minimal involvement as most important
and is "the only thing to do". Communication through symbolism is the essence
of organization. lndividuals participate in the creation of organizational and social
reality and are motivated and constrained by their socially constructed realities.

A critical assumption of SCT is that communication does not reflect reality,
rather, communication creates reality. Perception becomes the reality and the

focus becomes how group members construct or interpret the events unfolding
around them. Bormann (1985), asserts that the power of SCT stems from our
desire to understand events and why people do the things they do. The locus of
meaning of rhetorical visions is present in the message content and not in the

sender, in the medium, or in the receiver (Cragan & Shields, 1gg4).
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Within an organization, SCT can be applied to analyze the message
content of rhetorical visions in order to determine group values and beliefs and to
explain collective behaviors such as a lack of motivation or cooperation

(Bormann, 1972),
There is a symbolic convergence around a particular symbol of disability

-

the logo of the stick person in a wheelchair. ln 1981 , while promoting the
lnternational Year of Disabled People, the United Nations adopted this logo,
which is recognized worldwide as the symbol for disability (Stone, 1995).
Socia! institutions communicate messages to people with disabilities
through access (or lack thereof) to buildings and public transportation. Although
the ADA has improved access through the necessity of reasonable

accommodation, people with disabilities often have had to enter buildings from
the back because stairs made the front entrance inaccessible. Once in a
building, the absence of elevators can also make navigation impossible.
Institutionalized messages such as these routinely perpetuate and reinforce
rhetorical visions of prejudice and stereotypes.

Leader Defined
The implicit assumption in my thesis is that people with disabilities will be
in leadership roles in organizations; this paper is not addressing the transition

from non-leadership to leadership positions. Rather, the question explored is
how a person with a disability who is already a leader is perceived in an
organization.
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The study of leadership has presented countless definitions of what a
leader is and what attributes an effective leader ideally should, and should not,

possess. Much has also been written about the distinction between leaders and
managers. Managers are primarily problem-solvers often with a low level of
emotional involvement with staff, whereas leaders are involved emotionally and
seek to influence the thoughts and actions of others. Goals arise out of necessity

for managers, but leaders are, instead, proactive. Managers compromise their
way to solutions through skilled negotiation, but leaders seek innovative
approaches, thereby expanding choices. Often managers are motivated by a
survival instinct, whereas leaders are not adverse to risk and may even seek it

out. A leader possesses

an unwavering commitment to a vision and a sense of

honor (integrity), provides channels of communication and fosters a participatory
environment of teamwork. If a person has a feature that is distracting, this may

affect his/her ability to communicate fully because perception of the listener is
colored by the distraction. The following story demonstrates this theory; a
woman arrived at a party wearing a see-through dress and the dress became the
unspoken center of social dialogue by subverting all other party activities and
distorting all other relationships (Murphy, 1987, p.147). Channels of

communication can also be affected by symbolic convergence. Fantasies that a
group share are generally not related to work that occurs within the group, so in
an organization, stories may develop about a leader that have nothing to do with
his/her abilities.
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William James's theory of personality types is particularly applicable to
leaders with disabilities. He suggests that people are either'once-born' or "twice-

born'. Once-born people are at ease with their environment and their sense of
self derives from harmony with the environment. They are generally regulators of
an existing order or institution. ln contrast, the sense of self for twice-born
people derives from feelings of profound separateness. Their sense of who they
are is not dependent upon club memberships, work roles or other social
indicators of social identity. Twice-born people continually seek change and
want to alter relationships (in Zaleznik, '1977). The sense of self as shaped by
separateness is consistent with the findings of this paper. Zaleznik asserts that

the development of leadership can take two courses; the first is through
socialization, thus preparing the person to maintain the existing balance and

guide institutions, and the second is "through personal mastery, which impels an
individual to struggle for psychological and social change." Leaders, it is
asserted, emerge through the second course of development (1977, p.76).

Scarce research can be found on the perceptions (by employees or peers
or others) of leaders with disabilities in an organization, but an intriguing example

of political leadership is Franklin Delano Roosevelt. ln 1921, Roosevelt was
"stricken" with poliomyelitis or infantile paralysis (notice that phrase "stricken" that
is commonly used to describe this event). Reporters were misled about

Roosevelt's health from the beginning and they were told about a heavy cold that

developed into influenza, from which he was improving. When hospitalization
became necessary, the Times reported only "some temporary paralysis of
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Roosevelt's legs below the knees" assuring that "he will definitely not be crippled"

(Gallagher, 1999, p.19). Roosevelt wished to be perceived as a "cured cripple",
so he instructed the press never to take pictures of him using a wheelchair or
crutches - looking crippled or helpless. Gallagher (1999, p.66) argues that
crutches are a "universal symbol of the cripple. They arouse fear, revulsion, and
pity

- emotions

quite the opposite to those a leader would wish to stir,

Floosevelt, throughout his political career, projected a supreme confidence and a
cheerful command. He could not have done so using crutches." Amazingly, most
Americans were unaware of the extent of Floosevelt's paralysis and the success
of this deception required the "unspoken acquiescence of everyone

-

Roosevelt,

the press, and the American people"; it was simply denied (Gallagher, 1999, p.

96). Such manipulation and control of one's environment is impossible with
today's mass media, but because the extent of Roosevelt's disability was
successfully hidden from the public, they simply thought that he had triumphed
over polio. lnstead of being perceived of as a victim of this disease, he was
perceived as a hero who had been cured, and this too was constructed.
Research suggests that leaders with visible physical disabilities may be
perceived more positively by their employees or students or patients than by their
peers or supervisors. Asch and Rousso found that therapists with disabilities
believe their patients to be far more accepting of them than are their colleagues,
supervisors or teachers. They posit "perhaps the fear of weakness, vulnerability,

and imperfection represented by the disabled is especially difficult to overcome
when what is being considered is membership in the analyst's own circle, or

1'l

professional famil/'(1985, p.11). A story from Robert Murphy (1987), a
professor, bears this hypothesis out; it was not until he became disabled that his

graduate students began calling him by first name, which he suggests is a
demonstration of closeness and not over-familiarity. He believes that after the
onset of disability he was less imposing to his students. ln contrast is an incident
he relates about his dentist patting him on the head while he was seated in a

wheelchair; he did not perceive this as closeness, but rather being put in his
place as one would treat a child.

Conclusion
I assert that all other relevant conditions being equal, a leader possessing
a visible physical disability will most often be perceived more negatively than a

leader without a visible disability. ln organizations, if a leader with a disability is

viewed more negatively or as less effective by peers or supervisors, it is not only
the leader who suffers. Potentially valuable ideas and creative approaches may
be ignored and a uniquely formed perspective may be lost. Leaders who
understand the challenges of diversity and difference can empathize and
understand the value of difference in organizations. The World lnstitute on
Disability posits that at some point in their lives 80% of the population will
experience aform of disability (in Russell, 1998), and as the workforce evolves,
leaders who understand the need for interdependence will encourage and foster

teamwork. ln addition, leaders with disabilities have broader views of what is
'normal' and human and they craft creative sotutions to problems by focusing on
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how something can be accomplished as opposed to why it will not work.
What, then, can be done to change these negative perceptions? Thomas
Kuhn stated, "to try to change the outward attitudes and behaviors does very little

good in the long run if we fail to examine the basic paradigms from which those
attitudes and behaviors flovr/'(quoted in Russell, 1998, p.69). The answer is not
in redefining the term "disabled", but rather redefining what it means to be human
and "normal"; the redefinition cannot be based on physical appearance.
Much has been written about the need to change the language used to
describe disabitity, such as the shift to people-first language, but changing the
labels alone will not affect the cultural perceptions. Discrimination is deeply
embedded in the social structure and while changing language is a positive step,
it is just a step.
Genuine "empowerment", or full participation in society, through collective

advocacy, requires a reconstructed social reality that defines people with visible
physical disabilities as "normal." Charlton's definition of raised consciousness is
instructive; it signifies "a movement or turn away from the dominant ideology that

emasculates people's sense of self and distorts their sense of identity/' (Charlton,
1998, p.118). Through collective advocacy,people with disabilities must seek a
political voice in addition to control over the services they use and seek. Public
awareness and education are crucial and through group cohesiveness (unified
constituency), they seek to raise the consciousness of society, and thereby
empower themselves. Society must also admit that disability is "a fluid and

continuous condition which has no boundaries and is, in fact, the essence of the
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human condition...disability is a universal human phenomenon which is common

for all" (Jerome Bickenbach as quoted in Fitzgerald, 1996, p.2). Disability can be
transitory and may not exist at all times for all people. For example, a person
may be unable to walk without a cane, but may not have any observable
disability when seated. As a condition that is experienced by all people at some
stage in their lives, it follows that disability is actually normal.

While it is easy to suggest steps that society must take, people with
disabilities must also develop and maintain positive self-images. Roeher argues

that negative stereotypes "influence the social expectations and self image of
disabled people. Flejection by the able-bodied can lead to feelings of inferiority,
self consciousness, fear, maladjustment and withdrawal" (in Gething, 1985,

p.561). Charlton discusses the concept of psychological internalization, which
means that most people with disabilities come to believe of themselves as less
normal (1998); therefore, it is not only societal perception that must be overcome.
"Acknowledging our own disabilities does not mean acknowledging our own
helplessness, it means acknowledging and honoring (sic) our humanness"

(Stone, 1995, p.4221. Berger and Luckmann describe face-to-face encounters
and the process of deciphering who we are, and state "...such reflection about
myself is typically occasioned by the attitude toward me that the ofher exhibits. lt
is typically

a'mirro/ response to attitudes of the othef'(1966, pp.29-30).

Models of inclusion, for example, among the Maori in Aotearoa, suggest
that disability is accepted as normal (Clapton, 1997, p.1). Support services in the
Maori community are devised after consulting with those people who will be
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using the services. "ln many cultures, one cannot be disabled for the simple
reason that disability as a recognized category does not exist" (Whyte & lngstad,
1995, p. 7).
Research also suggests that increased contact between people with
disabilitles and people without disabilities has a positive effect on perceptions
and can reduce discrimination (Makas, 1993; Gething, 1985). Makas argues that
three variables must be considered when defining contact: length of the
relationship, frequency of the interaction and the number of individuals with
whom one has had contact. Not surprisingly, more frequent and longer-lasting
exposure to different individuals with physical disabilities have positive effects on
perception and reduce the feelings of discomfort and fear a person may have
originally experienced (1993). ln addition, Wright argues that spread to non-

disability related characteristics is likely to be displayed by people with limited
contact with people with disabilities (in Gething, 1985).
I cannot suggest with any ceilainty what must be done to change negative

societal perceptions of people with disabilities, but education and awareness are
crucial; a mental or physical condition may make life more challenging, but
impairment cannot affect a person's soul, spirit, determination, or imagination
and these are some of the most valuable aspects of a leader.
Finally, based on what I have learned, fufiher empirical research of
people with disabilities who are in leadership roles is necessary to gain an
understanding of how these theories actually apply in organizations.

3t
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